changes in temporal and spatial expression patterns of markers in regenerating and homeostatic worms. We aim to investigate whether the genes may play a role in (re)programming positional information during regeneration in Schmidtea mediterranea. Morgan demonstrated that the early anterior blastema displays the potential to produce more than one head if divided laterally, while later in regeneration this plasticity is lost. Using the same non-molecular criteria as Morgan, we find that in S. mediterranea the anterior blastema is committed to form only one head immediately after anterior regeneration is initiated. However, the time taken to regulate regeneration and begin producing missing lateral structures increases with the length of time anterior regeneration has proceeded before the division. We have developed the spatiotemporal characterisation of this process as an assay to discover subtle RNAi regeneration phenotypes that are affected by this process, but ultimately result in otherwise normal regeneration.
The regeneration of different fragments is catalogued in a body of classical experiments by many eminent scientists. Here, we endeavour to explore these classical observations and insights and combine them with molecular approaches in the planarian Schmidtea mediterranea.
Morgan demonstrated that the early anterior blastema displays the potential to produce more than one head if divided laterally, while later in regeneration this plasticity is lost. Using the same non-molecular criteria as Morgan, we find that in S. mediterranea the anterior blastema is committed to form only one head immediately after anterior regeneration is initiated. However, the time taken to regulate regeneration and begin producing missing lateral structures increases with the length of time anterior regeneration has proceeded before the division. We have developed the spatiotemporal characterisation of this process as an assay to discover subtle RNAi regeneration phenotypes that are affected by this process, but ultimately result in otherwise normal regeneration.
Child observed a delay in regeneration in anterior blastemas induced in more posterior positions. We have used a series of molecular markers to deduce that this difference may be observed as early as 24 h of regeneration. We investigate the possibility that there is a delay in specifying the fate of anterior blas- 
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Some species such as zebrafish can regenerate several of its organs. In particular, the caudal fin can fully regenerate all its tissues, including bone. Behind this remarkable regenerative capacity is the ability to form a specialised tissue, the blastema. We propose to analyse the contribution of bone tissues to blastema formation and to investigate how the blastema gives rise to new bone. We have started by analysing gene expression to try to uncover the cellular and molecular identity of the tissue that early after amputation drives skeletal regeneration. For this characterization we are using several markers usually associated with bone-forming cells in mammals like the transcription factor gene runx2 and makers for maturing osteoblasts: collagen type X and osterix. Furthermore we are characterizing the expression of cartilage markers such as sox9a and collagen type II in the regenerating bony rays upon amputation.
To monitor bone dynamics during zebrafish caudal regeneration, we have improved imaging methodologies for long-term observation of adult living zebrafish. We are using fast scanning confocal microscopy that allows scanning of a large volume of tissue in a short period with minimal phototoxicity. This is coupled to an anesthetic apparatus that can maintain the fish still, alive and regenerating for several hours. After imaging, the fish are fully recovered and can be imaged again several times a day making it possible to follow cells for many days. We are plan to use available bone-specific transgenic lines to study the dynamics of bone formation during fin regeneration. 
